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Opinion

BORDEN, J. The defendant, David Lawrence,
appeals1 from the judgment of conviction, rendered
after a jury trial, of two counts of possession of narcotics with intent to sell, one count of conspiracy to possess narcotics with intent to sell, and one count of
possession of a controlled substance with intent to sell
within 1500 feet of a licensed child day care center.
The defendant claims that the trial court improperly: (1)
denied his motion to suppress certain oral and written
statements made to the police; and (2) instructed the
jury concerning the presumption of innocence and the
state’s burden of proof. We affirm the judgment of the
trial court.
The defendant was charged by substitute information
with two counts of possession of narcotics with intent
to sell in violation of General Statutes § 21a-278 (a),
one count of conspiracy to possess narcotics with intent
to sell in violation of General Statutes §§ 21a-278 (a)
and 53a-48, and one count of possession of a controlled
substance with intent to sell within 1500 feet of a
licensed child day care center in violation of General
Statutes § 21a-278a (b). Prior to trial, the defendant
moved to suppress certain oral and written statements
that he had made to the police following their entry
into his residence to execute a search warrant. After
conducting an evidentiary hearing, the trial court denied
the defendant’s motion. Thereafter, the jury found the
defendant guilty of all charges, and the trial court rendered judgments of conviction in accordance with the
jury’s verdict. This appeal followed.
The jury reasonably could have found the following
relevant facts. In June, 2001, the defendant resided at
95 Ives Street in the city of Waterbury with his wife,
Beverly Lawrence (Beverly), their two minor children
and their four minor grandchildren, of whom they had
legal custody.2 On the evening of June 21, 2001, officers
from the Waterbury police department executed a
search warrant for the defendant’s residence. In a
bureau located in the second floor master bedroom,
the officers found a brown paper bag containing approximately 106 grams of powder cocaine and 15.5 grams
of crack cocaine separated and packaged in forty-eight
small plastic bags. They also found a digital scale, empty
plastic bags and an open box of baking soda containing
a razor. Additionally, in Beverly’s purse, the police
found twenty-eight small plastic bags each containing
crack cocaine. The amount, as well as the type and
packaging of the cocaine found in the defendant’s residence, was consistent with commercial sale, rather than
personal use. The defendant confessed, both orally and
in writing, that all of the cocaine and packaging paraphernalia belonged to him. Additional facts and procedural history will be set forth as necessary.

I
The defendant first claims that the trial court improperly denied his motion to suppress certain oral and
written statements that he had made to the police concerning ownership of the cocaine and packaging paraphernalia found in his residence. The defendant claims
that these statements were the product of police coercion, namely, the threat that the department of children
and families would remove his children and grandchildren from his home unless he confessed to owning the
cocaine. In support of this claim, the defendant makes
two arguments. First, the defendant contends that the
trial court improperly found, based on a preponderance
of the evidence, that the alleged threats had not
occurred and, therefore, that the defendant’s statements had been made voluntarily. Alternatively, the
defendant urges this court to overrule State v. James,
237 Conn. 390, 412–26, 678 A.2d 1338 (1996), wherein
we concluded that the constitution of Connecticut, like
the constitution of the United States, requires the state
to establish the voluntariness of a confession by a preponderance of the evidence. See Lego v. Twomey, 404
U.S. 477, 486, 92 S. Ct. 619, 30 L. Ed. 2d 618 (1972).
The defendant contends that sister state authority, the
unique history of this state and public policy considerations compel the conclusion that the constitution of
Connecticut requires the state to meet a higher burden
of proof—specifically, proof beyond a reasonable
doubt—than is mandated by the federal constitution.
The defendant further claims that the evidence adduced
by the state was insufficient to establish the voluntariness of his confession beyond a reasonable doubt. We
conclude that the trial court’s finding of fact concerning
the occurrence of the alleged threats is not clearly erroneous. Additionally, we decline the defendant’s invitation to overrule James.
The following additional facts and procedural history
are necessary for our resolution of this claim. On August
14, 2003, the defendant filed a motion to suppress ‘‘any
oral or written statements made by him to law enforcement authorities in connection with the [present] case’’
because, inter alia, the ‘‘statements in question were
not given voluntarily’’ and, therefore, had been obtained
in violation of the defendant’s due process rights under
article first, § 8, of the constitution of Connecticut.3 In
support of the motion, the defendant claimed that the
constitution of Connecticut requires the state to establish the voluntariness of a confession beyond a reasonable doubt. The defendant further claimed that his oral
and written statements were the product of police coercion because ‘‘one of the police officers told the defendant that if he did not confess to the ownership of the
narcotics . . . the police would have [the department
of children and families] come to the residence and
take his children away.’’

At the suppression hearing, both the state and the
defendant stipulated that Michael Goggin, a detective
with the Waterbury police department, who allegedly
had threatened the defendant, was unavailable to testify. Upon the state’s motion, the trial court admitted
into evidence Goggin’s prior testimony at the defendant’s probable cause hearing. Goggin testified that, on
June 21, 2001, he assisted in the execution of a search
warrant for the defendant’s residence. Upon entry into
the home, Goggin secured the defendant, advised him
of his rights under Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436,
86 S. Ct. 1602, 16 L. Ed. 2d 694 (1966), and directed
him to a bedroom on the second floor. Goggin then
asked the defendant ‘‘where the narcotics were hidden.’’
The defendant responded that, ‘‘he didn’t know what
[Goggin] was talking about.’’ Goggin informed the
defendant that the police were going to commence the
search, to which the defendant responded, ‘‘[g]o ahead.’’
Goggin proceeded to search the defendant’s bedroom,
wherein he found a paper bag containing both powder
and crack cocaine in the defendant’s bureau. The defendant admitted that the cocaine belonged to him. Thereafter, the defendant was transported to police
headquarters, where he repeated his confession in a
sworn written statement.4 With respect to the circumstances surrounding the production of the defendant’s
written statement, Goggin explained that he questioned
the defendant alone and that, based on his conversation
with the defendant, he typed the defendant’s statement,
which the defendant then signed.
The state also presented the testimony of Patrick
Moynihan, a Waterbury police detective who had
assisted in the execution of the search warrant. Moynihan testified that, upon entry into the defendant’s residence, Goggin secured the defendant, advised him of
his Miranda rights and directed him to a bedroom on
the second floor where he spoke to the defendant privately in an attempt to elicit information regarding the
presence and location of narcotics in the residence.5
Moynihan, who was situated in the hallway outside of
the second floor bedroom, overheard ‘‘[b]its and pieces’’
of the conversation and monitored Goggin and the
defendant visually from an approximate distance of ten
feet. Moynihan testified that neither Goggin nor any
other police officer had threatened the defendant with
the removal of his children and grandchildren by the
department of children and families.
Frank Koshes, a sergeant in the vice and intelligence
unit of the Waterbury police department, also testified
at the suppression hearing. Koshes, who had assisted
in the search of the defendant’s residence and in the
transportation of the defendant to police headquarters,
testified that neither Goggin nor any other police officer
had threatened the defendant. Koshes further testified
that he was stationed immediately outside of the office

where Goggin interviewed the defendant, and that the
door was partially open so that he could ‘‘go right in
and intervene’’ if ‘‘voices got raised, or if there was any
kind of problem . . . .’’ Koshes did not hear raised
voices or anything unusual during the interview, however, that would necessitate his intervention. At the
conclusion of the interview, Koshes reviewed the defendant’s written statement. After evaluating the defendant’s literacy proficiency,6 Koshes asked the defendant
to read the statement to himself, which the defendant
did. Koshes then asked the defendant ‘‘if everything
within the statement was the truth,’’ to which the defendant responded, ‘‘[y]es.’’
The defendant testified at the suppression hearing
on his own behalf. The defendant testified that, in 1998,
he and Beverly lived in North Carolina with their two
minor children and their four minor grandchildren, of
whom they had physical, but not legal, custody. In October of that year, Beverly brought the children and grandchildren to Connecticut to visit Althea Vines, the adult
daughter of the defendant and Beverly and the mother
of their four grandchildren. One afternoon, Beverly left
her children and grandchildren in the care of Vines
while she went shopping. The defendant testified that
when Beverly returned, she discovered that Vines had
gotten into ‘‘some type of argument with someone, and
. . . the police were called, and when they came in,
there were drugs found at the residence. So, at that
point, the kids were . . . taken away from [Vines] and
placed in the custody of the [department of children
and families].’’ The department of children and families
released the defendant’s children into Beverly’s custody
later that same day. Because neither Beverly nor the
defendant had legal custody of their grandchildren,
however, the grandchildren were held for approximately ninety-six hours. In the meantime, the defendant
traveled to Connecticut to assist Beverly in securing
the safe return of their grandchildren. After the expiration of the ninety-six hour period, the department of
children and families released the four grandchildren
into the physical custody of the defendant on the condition that the grandchildren remain in the state. In light
of this condition, the defendant moved his family from
North Carolina to Connecticut and began the lengthy
and arduous process of obtaining legal custody of his
grandchildren. He described his experience with the
department of children and families as ‘‘taxing’’ and
‘‘a nightmare.’’
The defendant’s testimony concerning the events on
June 21, 2001, largely mirrored the testimony of Goggin,
Moynihan and Koshes, with the exception of Goggin’s
alleged threats concerning the removal of the defendant’s children and grandchildren by the department
of children and families. The defendant testified that,
prior to commencing the search of his home, Goggin
had said, ‘‘well, you know, you can make it easier on

yourself. Just tell us where the drugs are, and we’ll
make sure, you know, that [the department of children
and families] does not . . . take your kids.’’ After the
defendant informed Goggin that no narcotics were present in the home, the police searched the defendant’s
residence and found cocaine in his bureau. The defendant testified that, ‘‘the officer asked me were [the
drugs] mine, and I said, no. At that point, when I said
no, one of the officers, not the officer that had me in
[hand]cuffs, but one of the officers . . . asked me
where’s the money. I said, what money? He said, do
you have any more drugs or money in this house? I
said, no, there’s no more drugs or money in this house.
What you say you found, apparently that’s it. He said,
well, we know there’s more drugs . . . in this house.
We are going to have [the department of children and
families] come in and take your kids. At that point, with
the thought of . . . what I had already gone through
with [the department of children and families], I said
to him, I said, listen, you say you found drugs here,
whatever you say you found. I said, I will take total
responsibility for that. I do not want my kids or wife
to get caught up in anything like this. I said, I’ve been
through dealing with [the department of children and
families] before. I said, I don’t want my kids taken away
from me, and that’s when the officer took me back into
the room. At that point was when . . . he said, all right,
I’ll tell you what I’ll do for you. He said, if you will sign
a statement for me saying that these drugs are yours,
all these drugs are yours, your wife has nothing to do
with it, I will make sure that [the department of children
and families] does not come in and take your kids.’’
The defendant subsequently was transported to
police headquarters, where he produced a sworn written statement. The defendant testified that, ‘‘[b]ecause
of what the officer told me at my house about [the
department of children and families], that he would
make sure that if I gave him a statement that the drugs
were mine, and if I gave him a signed statement, he
would make sure he absolutely guaranteed me that [the
department of children and families] would not come
in and take my kids. And that was the most important
thing in my mind, because I had dealt with [the department of children and families] before, and I had my
four grandkids living with me already in North Carolina,
and the reason being, was because of my daughter’s—
my daughter was young at the time she had the kids,
so we’ve always had the kids with us, and I always did
the best I could to try to keep my family together. And
because of the dealings with [the department of children
and families] and because of just trying to keep my
family together, that was the reason that I gave them
that statement, because he absolutely assured me that
[the department of children and families] would not
come in and take my kids if I gave him a statement.’’
On March 1, 2004, the trial court denied the defen-

dant’s motion to suppress. The trial court rejected the
defendant’s claim that it must apply the reasonable
doubt standard and, instead, followed ‘‘the existing law
of Connecticut when making [its] determinations,
which is by a preponderance of the evidence.’’ The trial
court observed that, ‘‘[t]here is no evidence offered,
other than the [defendant’s testimony],’’ that the alleged
threats concerning the department of children and families actually had occurred. The court stated that, ‘‘as
fact finder, [it] must assess credibility and that includes
that of the defendant’s testimony. Accrediting his testimony, his interest in the outcome of the case, the consistency of his testimony with other witnesses, but for the
[department of children and families] issue, leads this
fact finder to question its existence.’’ The trial court
therefore did not find ‘‘the defendant’s testimony on that
issue credible’’ and ‘‘decline[d] to credit that portion of
the defendant’s testimony.’’7 Accordingly, the trial court
concluded that, ‘‘the state has sustained its burden [of
establishing] that the oral and written statements of the
defendant [were] freely given . . . .’’8
The principles governing our review of the trial
court’s ruling are well established. ‘‘[T]he use of an
involuntary confession in a criminal trial is a violation
of due process. . . . The state has the burden of proving the voluntariness of the confession by a fair preponderance of the evidence. . . . [T]he test of
voluntariness is whether an examination of all the circumstances discloses that the conduct of law enforcement officials was such as to overbear [the defendant’s]
will to resist and bring about confessions not freely
self-determined . . . . The ultimate test remains . . .
Is the confession the product of an essentially free and
unconstrained choice by its maker? If it is, if he has
willed to confess, it may be used against him. If it is
not, if his will has been overborne and his capacity for
self-determination critically impaired, the use of his
confession offends due process. . . . The determination, by the trial court, whether a confession is voluntary
must be grounded upon a consideration of the circumstances surrounding it. . . .
‘‘Factors that may be taken into account, upon a
proper factual showing, include: the youth of the
accused; his lack of education; his intelligence; the lack
of any advice as to his constitutional rights; the length
of detention; the repeated and prolonged nature of the
questioning; and the use of physical punishment, such
as the deprivation of food and sleep. . . .
‘‘To begin, we note the established rule that [t]he trial
court’s findings as to the circumstances surrounding the
defendant’s interrogation and confession are findings of
fact . . . which will not be overturned unless they are
clearly erroneous. . . .
‘‘[A]lthough we give deference to the trial court concerning these subsidiary factual determinations, such

deference is not proper concerning the ultimate legal
determination of voluntariness. . . . Consistent with
the well established approach taken by the United
States Supreme Court, we review the voluntariness of
a confession independently, based on our own scrupulous examination of the record.’’ (Citations omitted;
internal quotation marks omitted.) State v. Pinder, 250
Conn. 385, 418–20, 736 A.2d 857 (1999). Accordingly,
we ‘‘conduct a plenary review of the record in order to
make an independent determination of voluntariness.’’
Id., 421.
A
We first address the defendant’s claim that the trial
court improperly found that Goggin had not threatened
the defendant with the removal of his children and
grandchildren by the department of children and families. The defendant claims that this finding of fact is
clearly erroneous because Goggin was unavailable to
testify at the suppression hearing and, therefore, the
trial court did not have the opportunity to assess personally Goggin’s credibility. Additionally, the defendant
contends that Goggin’s prior testimony at the defendant’s probable cause hearing, which was admitted into
evidence at the suppression hearing, did not address
the voluntariness of the defendant’s statements and,
therefore, ‘‘gave the trial court no insight into whether
. . . the threats [of removal had] occurred.’’ We conclude that the trial court’s factual finding concerning
the occurrence of the alleged threats is not clearly
erroneous.
‘‘The law governing [our] limited appellate review is
clear. A finding of fact is clearly erroneous when there
is no evidence in the record to support it . . . or when
although there is evidence to support it, the reviewing
court on the entire evidence is left with the definite
and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed.
. . . Because it is the trial court’s function to weigh
the evidence and determine credibility, we give great
deference to its findings. . . . In reviewing factual findings, [w]e do not examine the record to determine
whether the [court] could have reached a conclusion
other than the one reached. . . . Instead, we make
every reasonable presumption . . . in favor of the trial
court’s ruling.’’ (Citations omitted; internal quotation
marks omitted.) Wesley v. Schaller Subaru, Inc., 277
Conn. 526, 558–59, 893 A.2d 389 (2006).
At the suppression hearing, the defendant testified
that he admitted to ownership of the cocaine only
because Goggin had threatened that the department of
children and families would remove his children and
grandchildren from his home if he did not confess. Both
Moynihan and Koshes testified, however, that neither
Goggin nor any other police officer had threatened the
defendant. Moreover, Goggin, who testified as to the
circumstances leading to the defendant’s oral and writ-

ten statements, did not mention that these statements
had been precipitated by any threats or references to
the department of children and families. The trial court
resolved the conflicting evidence in favor of the state,
finding that the alleged threats had not occurred. Specifically, the trial court did not find the defendant’s testimony concerning the alleged threats to be credible and,
therefore, declined to credit it. It is well established
that ‘‘[i]t is within the province of the trial court, when
sitting as the fact finder, to weigh the evidence presented and determine the credibility and effect to be
given the evidence. . . . Credibility must be assessed
. . . not by reading the cold printed record, but by
observing firsthand the witness’ conduct, demeanor and
attitude. . . . An appellate court must defer to the trier
of fact’s assessment of credibility because [i]t is the
[fact finder] . . . [who has] an opportunity to observe
the demeanor of the witnesses and the parties; thus
[the fact finder] is best able to judge the credibility of the
witnesses and to draw necessary inferences therefrom.’’
(Citation omitted; internal quotation marks omitted.)
Burton v. Mottolese, 267 Conn. 1, 40, 835 A.2d 998 (2003),
cert. denied, 541 U.S. 1073, 124 S. Ct. 2422, 158 L. Ed.
2d 983 (2004). We defer to the trial court’s assessments
concerning credibility and, therefore, conclude that the
evidence was sufficient to support the trial court’s finding that the alleged threats had not occurred. See, e.g.,
State v. James, supra, 237 Conn. 427 (‘‘[t]he court reasonably credited the police version of the events leading
up to the defendant’s confession, and we will not retry
those credibility determinations on appeal’’). Accordingly, the trial court’s factual finding is not clearly
erroneous.
The defendant claims, however, that although this
court ordinarily defers to the trial court’s assessment
of credibility, such deference is unwarranted in this
case because the trial did not have the opportunity to
observe personally the in-court testimony of the relevant witnesses. Specifically, the defendant claims that
because the trial court did not have the opportunity to
observe Goggin’s conduct, demeanor and attitude on
the witness stand, and because the trial court’s assessment of the defendant’s credibility necessarily is intertwined with its assessment of Goggin’s credibility, we
should afford no deference to the trial court’s credibility
assessments. We reject this claim for two reasons. First,
although the trial court did not have the opportunity
to observe Goggin’s in-court testimony, it did have the
opportunity to observe the defendant’s in-court testimony, which it did not find credible. Second, the defendant misapprehends the fundamental distinction
between the function of the fact finder, which is to
make credibility determinations and to find facts, and
the function of the appellate tribunal, which is ‘‘to
review, and not to retry, the proceedings of the trial
court.’’ In re Quanitra M., 60 Conn. App. 96, 106, 758

A.2d 863, cert. denied, 255 Conn. 903, 762 A.2d 909
(2000). In light of our limited function, it would be
improper for this court to supplant its credibility determinations for those of the fact finder, regardless of
whether the fact finder relied on the cold printed record
to make those determinations. Cf. Besade v. Interstate
Security Services, 212 Conn. 441, 447–49, 562 A.2d 1086
(1989) (rejecting claim that this court need not defer
to factual findings because evidence largely was documentary and, therefore, findings were not based on
personal appraisal of witness’ demeanor).
The defendant next claims that, in finding that the
alleged threats had not occurred, the trial court improperly relied on Goggin’s prior testimony from the probable cause hearing at which the voluntariness of the
defendant’s statements and, thus, the occurrence of the
alleged threats, was not at issue.9 We reject this claim.
Goggin testified with respect to the circumstances surrounding the search of the defendant’s home, the discovery of the cocaine in the defendant’s bureau, and
the defendant’s subsequent oral and written admissions
concerning ownership of the cocaine. At no point did
Goggin mention that either he or any other police officer
had threatened the defendant in any manner. Accordingly, the trial court reasonably could have inferred
from Goggin’s testimony that the alleged threats had
not occurred. See State v. Laracuente, 205 Conn. 515,
526, 534 A.2d 882 (1987) (‘‘It is . . . the [trier of fact’s]
prerogative to draw reasonable and logical inferences
from the facts found proven. . . . A reasonable inference is a conclusion arrived at by a process of reasoning. This conclusion must be a rational and logical
deduction from facts admitted or established by the
evidence, when such facts are viewed in the light of
common knowledge or common experience.’’ [Citation
omitted; internal quotation marks omitted.]), cert.
denied, 485 U.S. 1036, 108 S. Ct. 1598, 99 L. Ed. 2d 913
(1988). Moreover, both Moynihan and Koshes testified
that neither Goggin nor any other police officer had
threatened the defendant. In light of the evidence
adduced at the suppression hearing, and the reasonable
inferences drawn therefrom, we conclude that ample
evidence existed in the record to support the trial
court’s factual finding that the alleged threats involving
the department of children and families had not
occurred.
B
The defendant next claims that this court should overrule State v. James, supra, 237 Conn. 412–26, in which
we concluded that the due process clause of article
first, § 8, of the constitution of Connecticut requires
the voluntariness of a confession to be established by
a preponderance of the evidence only. The defendant
claims that three elements of constitutional analysis
enumerated in State v. Geisler, 222 Conn. 672, 684–86,

610 A.2d 1225 (1992),10 compel the conclusion that the
constitution of Connecticut requires the state to meet
a higher burden of proof to establish the voluntariness
of a confession, namely, proof beyond a reasonable
doubt. We are not persuaded that James was wrongly
decided and, accordingly, we continue to adhere to the
constitutional principles articulated therein.
As a preliminary matter, we briefly review Lego v.
Twomey, supra, 404 U.S. 486, wherein the United States
Supreme Court determined that the federal constitution
requires the voluntariness of a confession to be established by a preponderance of the evidence, rather than
by proof beyond a reasonable doubt. In arriving at this
conclusion, the court rejected the claim that ‘‘judging
the admissibility of a confession by a preponderance
of the evidence undermines the mandate of In re
Winship, 397 U.S. 358 [364, 90 S. Ct. 1068, 25 L. Ed. 2d
368 (1970)],’’ which requires proof of each element of
a crime beyond a reasonable doubt. Lego v. Twomey,
supra, 486. The court noted that the purpose of a voluntariness hearing is not to ensure the accuracy and reliability of a jury’s verdict, but, rather, to safeguard ‘‘the
right of an individual, entirely apart from his guilt or
innocence, not to be compelled to condemn himself
by his own utterances.’’ Id., 485. The court therefore
concluded that, ‘‘[a] guilty verdict is not rendered less
reliable or less consonant with [In re] Winship simply
because the admissibility of a confession is determined
by a less stringent standard.’’11 Id., 487. Moreover, in
Lego, the court was not convinced that the values served
by the exclusionary rules compel the conclusion that
the federal constitution requires the admissibility of a
confession to be proven beyond a reasonable doubt.
Id., 488. The court noted that, ‘‘no substantial evidence
has accumulated that federal rights have suffered from
determining admissibility by a preponderance of the
evidence’’; id.; and, without good cause, the court was
‘‘unwilling to expand currently applicable exclusionary
rules by erecting additional barriers to placing truthful
and probative evidence before state juries . . . [particularly because] exclusionary rules are very much aimed
at deterring lawless conduct by police and prosecution
and it is very doubtful that escalating the prosecution’s
burden of proof in [f]ourth and [f]ifth amendment suppression hearings would be sufficiently productive in
this respect to outweigh the public interest in placing
probative evidence before juries for the purpose of
arriving at truthful decisions about guilt or innocence.’’
Id., 488–89. Lastly, the court observed that, ‘‘the [s]tates
are free, pursuant to their own law, to adopt a higher
standard.’’ Id., 489.
In State v. Staples, 175 Conn. 398, 403, 399 A.2d 1269
(1978), the defendant claimed that this court should
adopt a more stringent standard to determine the voluntariness of a confession under the Connecticut constitution because ‘‘when a confession of guilt is attacked as

having been involuntarily obtained, the reliability of the
confession is raised and the principle requiring that
guilt be proven beyond a reasonable doubt is ‘debased’
unless it is required that voluntariness be proven by
the same standard of proof.’’ Id., 403–404. We rejected
this claim because it relied on the ‘‘unjustified assumption that a voluntariness hearing [is] designed to
enhance the reliability of jury verdicts or to implement
the presumption of innocence.’’ Id., 405, citing Lego v.
Twomey, supra, 404 U.S. 482, 485, 487. We relied on
Lego for the proposition that a guilty verdict is not
rendered less reliable or less consonant with In re
Winship, supra, 397 U.S. 364, simply because the admissibility of a confession is determined by a fair preponderance of the evidence. State v. Staples, supra,
404–405. We also relied on Lego to reject the defendant’s
implicit claim that, ‘‘the values served by the exclusionary rules, including the deterring of improper police
conduct, independently demand that the reasonable
doubt standard be required in the admissibility of confessions.’’ Id., 405. Because the defendant had failed to
present a ‘‘valid reason why proof by [a preponderance
of the evidence], with a judge making a positive finding
on voluntariness, does not provide a fair and workable
test which affords a criminal defendant those rights
guaranteed him by both the United States and Connecticut [c]onstitution[s]’’; id., 406; we concluded that, ‘‘a
trial court should follow the preponderance of the evidence standard and not the reasonable doubt standard
in determining whether or not the state has sustained
its burden of proving voluntariness when a confession
of a criminal defendant is offered into evidence.’’ Id.,
406–407.
In State v. James, supra, 237 Conn. 413, the defendant
asked this court to overrule Staples and to conclude
that the constitution of Connecticut requires the voluntariness of a confession to be established by proof
beyond a reasonable doubt. In support of this claim,
the defendant relied on three Geisler factors, namely,
sister state authority, historical considerations, and economic and sociological considerations. Id., 413–14.
First, the defendant pointed to the decisions of several
of our sister states that had determined that the voluntariness of a confession must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt under state law. Id., 419. Second, the
defendant claimed that ‘‘the common-law approach to
the admissibility of confession evidence, as reflected
in certain case law and in commentary by Chief Justice
Zephaniah Swift and William Blackstone, demonstrates
a historical commitment to requiring the state to meet
the highest standard of proof on the voluntariness
issue.’’12 Id., 414. Third, the defendant advanced two
public policy considerations in support of his claim,
namely, ‘‘that the reasonable doubt standard is necessary both to protect adequately a criminal defendant’s
right not to be compelled to incriminate himself or

herself, and to protect a criminal defendant from an
inaccurate jury verdict based on confession evidence.’’
Id., 420–21. For the reasons hereinafter explained, we
rejected the defendant’s claim.
With respect to sister state authority, we noted that,
although a minority of states have concluded that the
voluntariness of a confession must be established by
proof beyond a reasonable doubt, a ‘‘substantial majority of states to have considered this issue have followed
Lego v. Twomey, supra, 404 U.S. 477, and have adopted
the preponderance standard under state law. Furthermore, of those states adopting the higher standard, a
number have failed to make clear whether their decisions are constitutionally based; see Bradley v. Commonwealth, 439 S.W.2d 61, 64 (Ky. 1969), cert. denied,
397 U.S. 974, 90 S. Ct. 1091, 25 L. Ed. 2d 268 (1970);
State v. Phinney, 117 N.H. 145, 146, 370 A.2d 1153
(1977); State v. Owens, 148 Wis. 2d 922, 929–30, 436
N.W.2d 869 (1989); or have done so expressly on nonconstitutional grounds. See People v. Jiminez, 21 Cal.
3d 595, 605, 580 P.2d 672, 147 Cal. Rptr. 172 (1978)
(adopting reasonable doubt standard of proof as ‘judicially declared rule of criminal procedure’), rev’d, People v. Markham, 49 Cal. 3d 63, 65, 775 P.2d 1042, 260
Cal. Rptr. 273 (1989) (pursuant to amendment to state
constitution, California law on standard of proof for
voluntariness determination is same as federal constitutional law); Commonwealth v. Tavares, 385 Mass. 140,
152, 430 N.E.2d 1198, cert. denied, 457 U.S. 1137, 102
S. Ct. 2967, 73 L. Ed. 2d 1356 (1982) (reasonable doubt
standard imposed as matter of state’s ‘humane practice’
rule). Also, a number of states appear to have adopted
the reasonable doubt standard in anticipation of the
adoption of such a standard by the [United States]
Supreme Court under the federal constitution. See Burton v. State, 260 Ind. 94, 105, 292 N.E.2d 790 (1973);
Harrison v. State, 285 So. 2d 889, 890 (Miss. 1973);
State v. Yough, 49 N.J. 587, 589–601, 231 A.2d 598
(1967).’’ State v. James, supra, 237 Conn. 419–20.
With respect to historical considerations, we noted
that, ‘‘[t]he authorities relied upon by the defendant
reflect the common-law evidentiary rule that a confession may be kept from the jury if the circumstances
under which it was given render it unreliable evidence
of guilt. . . . The purpose of the rule, which arose during the middle of the eighteenth century, prior to which
time extrajudicial confessions were freely admitted
. . . was to protect a defendant from an erroneous
conviction based upon a false confession. . . . Generally, the approach under the common law rule was to
identify certain inducements which made a confession
unreliable. . . . As frequently stated, the rule required
a confession to be excluded from evidence, as involuntary, if it was obtained as a result of a promise of a
benefit or leniency or a threat of harm. . . . This principle was clearly part of the common law of evidence in

this state.
‘‘In Rogers v. Richmond, 365 U.S. 534, 81 S. Ct. 735,
5 L. Ed. 2d 760 (1961), however, the [United States]
Supreme Court rejected the common law focus on reliability in determining whether a confession is admissible.
The court concluded that, under the federal constitution, in determining whether a confession should be
excluded as involuntary, the test is whether the defendant’s will was overborne, which is to be determined
with complete disregard of whether or not the [accused]
in fact spoke the truth. . . . This is so, the court reasoned, because involuntary confessions are excluded
not because such confessions are unlikely to be true
but because the methods used to extract them offend an
underlying principle in the enforcement of our criminal
law: that ours is an accusatorial and not an inquisitorial
system—a system in which the [s]tate must establish
guilt by evidence independently and freely secured and
may not by coercion prove its charge against an accused
out of his own mouth. . . .
‘‘It is clear, then, that the common law exclusionary
rule employed a different notion of voluntariness and
relied upon a different rationale for excluding confession evidence than its constitutional counterpart. The
former was an evidentiary rule aimed at safeguarding
the trustworthiness of evidence at trial, while the latter
is aimed at protecting a criminal defendant’s right to
be free from compulsion to incriminate himself or herself. Our common law on this issue, is, therefore, of
limited usefulness in defining the contours of the constitutional exclusionary rule, for the common law authorities upon which the defendant relies simply did not
address themselves to the question of what rule or
standards of proof would be appropriate or necessary to
effectuate the goal of protecting a criminal defendant’s
right to be free from coercion, without regard to the
probativeness of the confession produced.’’13 (Citations
omitted; internal quotation marks omitted.) State v.
James, supra, 237 Conn. 414–16. Accordingly, we concluded that the history of this state did not support the
defendant’s claim that the constitution of Connecticut
requires the voluntariness of a confession to be proven
beyond a reasonable doubt. Id., 419.
With respect to the defendant’s claim that a voluntariness determination serves the important public interest
of ensuring the accuracy of a jury’s verdict, we noted
that we previously had rejected this claim in State v.
Staples, supra, 175 Conn. 405, because it ‘‘is not the
primary purpose of the voluntariness inquiry and . . .
the reasonable doubt standard is not mandated in order
to satisfy the requirement of proof beyond a reasonable
doubt on the ultimate issue of guilt.’’ State v. James,
supra, 237 Conn. 421. Without retreating from that position, however, we acknowledged that, ‘‘the concern that
coercion provides a reason to confess falsely is, never-

theless, a long-standing ground for not receiving
coerced confessions into evidence, which is reflected
in our own common law precedent. Thus, to the extent
that there may be a correlation between involuntariness
and falsity, this is a relevant consideration.
‘‘We have said that [t]he function of the burden of
proof employed by the court is to allocat[e] the risk of
error between the litigants and indicat[e] the relative
importance of the ultimate decision. . . . [A] standard
of proof represents an attempt to instruct the fact finder
concerning the degree of confidence our society thinks
he should have in the correctness of factual conclusions
for a particular type of adjudication. Although the
phrases preponderance of the evidence and proof
beyond a reasonable doubt are quantitatively imprecise,
they do communicate to the finder of fact different
notions concerning the degree of confidence he is
expected to have in the correctness of his factual conclusions. . . . Further, the standard of proof influences the relative frequency . . . of erroneous
outcomes . . . either in favor of the state when the
true facts warrant judgment for the defendant or in
favor of the defendant when the true facts warrant
judgment for the state. . . . Because the standard of
proof affects the comparative frequency of these two
types of erroneous outcomes, the choice of the standard
to be applied in a particular kind of litigation should,
in a rational world, reflect an assessment of the comparative social disutility of each. . . .
‘‘The preponderance standard is said to [require] the
trier of fact to believe that the existence of a fact is
more probable than its nonexistence before [it] may
find in favor of the party who has the burden to persuade
the [trier] of the fact’s existence . . . and to reflect the
view that the social disutility of an erroneous decision
in either direction is comparable. . . . In contrast, the
requirement of proof beyond a reasonable doubt dramatically shifts the risk of an erroneous decision,
reflecting the view that it is far worse to make an erroneous decision in favor of one party than it is to make
it in favor of the other.’’ (Citations omitted; internal
quotation marks omitted.) Id., 421–23.
With this background in mind, we addressed the
defendant’s claim that his right to be free from selfincrimination required the imposition of the standard
of proof that minimized, to the greatest extent possible,
the risk of an erroneous decision on voluntariness in
favor of the state. We observed that, ‘‘[t]he state, of
course, currently bears the burden of persuasion on
the voluntariness issue, and must convince the trial
court by a preponderance of the evidence that the confession sought to be admitted was voluntarily given.
Our focus in the present inquiry is, therefore, on any
incremental gains to be realized from imposing the
higher reasonable doubt standard. As the defendant

points out, this determination often turns on the trial
court’s resolution of conflicting testimony by police and
the accused. In such circumstances, we believe, it is
only in rare cases that the trial court might be convinced
by a preponderance of the evidence that a confession
is voluntary but nevertheless harbor a reasonable doubt
about the same. Although closing this gap would of
course benefit defendants in those cases, we are unpersuaded that it would significantly advance the deterrence function of the exclusionary rule. The greatest
part of any deterrent effect of exclusion must, in the
first instance, be attributed to requiring the prosecution
to prove, even by a preponderance, that the confession
sought to be admitted was not obtained by improper
methods. We are not convinced that the exclusion of
confessions in very close cases, under the reasonable
doubt standard, is likely to produce a significant change
in the behavior in police officers in pursuing such evidence. Cf. Lego v. Twomey, supra, 404 U.S. 489. In this
regard, we note that the [United States] Supreme Court
has indicated that the preponderance standard of proof
is sufficient for all determinations of the applicability
of an exclusionary rule, which, in its view, is aimed
primarily at deterrence. See Nix v. Williams, 467 U.S.
431, 444–45 n.5, 104 S. Ct. 2501, 81 L. Ed. 2d 371 (1984);
see also Colorado v. Connelly, [479 U.S. 157, 168, 107
S. Ct. 515, 93 L. Ed. 2d 473 (1986)] (adopting preponderance standard for preliminary question of validity of
Miranda waiver).
‘‘We also are unpersuaded that the relationship
between the court’s preliminary determination of voluntariness and the accuracy of jury verdicts provides a
compelling basis for imposing a higher standard of
proof. The defendant’s contention, and that of some
sister states, that this concern is weighty appears to
rest on two premises: first, that involuntary confessions
are of highly suspect reliability, and second, that juries
are likely to accept a confession uncritically. With
regard to the first, however, the defendant has not suggested, nor do we perceive, that involuntariness necessarily equates with falsity. Although coercion is
reasonably thought to create a reason to confess falsely,
whether a particular coerced confession is also likely
to be false depends on many variables. Thus, the exclusion of a confession where there is a reasonable doubt
about its voluntariness does not invariably mean that
a false confession has been suppressed. Furthermore,
safeguards against the admission of false confessions
other than a stringent burden of proof are already in
place. The state must demonstrate the corpus delicti
of the crime to which the defendant has confessed.
. . . Additionally, the defendant . . . [is free] to familiarize a jury with circumstances that attend the taking
of his confession, including facts bearing upon its
weight and voluntariness. . . . Before deciding to convict, the jury must determine whether the confession

is to be credited, and, if so, whether it is sufficient
with any other evidence to demonstrate guilt beyond
a reasonable doubt. We have recently reiterated our
confidence in the ability of juries to discern the proper
weight to be afforded conflicting evidence in this
area. . . .
‘‘At stake for the state in the application of any exclusionary rule is its interest in efficient, effective law
enforcement. The exclusionary rule at issue occasions
the loss of otherwise relevant and powerful evidence
of guilt, the loss of which might seriously weaken if
not decimate a state’s case. The cost of the trial court
possibly excluding more confessions because of a
higher standard of proof is to permit defendants to
avoid trial and a just conviction by a jury, when the
jury would have the opportunity to consider all of the
circumstances under which the confession was elicited
and weigh it accordingly. We are not persuaded that
any incremental, indirect or speculative benefit that
might flow from imposition of the reasonable doubt
standard to the voluntariness determination substantially outweighs its increased costs to effective law
enforcement and to the truth seeking process. . . . We
remain convinced, rather, that the preponderance standard provides a fair and workable test; State v. Staples,
supra, 175 Conn. 406; that strikes the appropriate balance, in light of our historical background and contemporary policy concerns, between the various interests
at stake. The preponderance standard, we believe, is
entirely consonant with the general contours of a constitutional safeguard rooted in flexible principles of due
process.’’ (Citations omitted; emphasis in original; internal quotation marks omitted.) State v. James, supra,
237 Conn. 423–26.
With this background in mind, we turn to the defendant’s claim that James was wrongly decided and,
therefore, must be overruled. Specifically, the defendant claims that, in James, this court improperly analyzed the three Geisler factors at issue and, therefore,
improperly concluded that the constitution of Connecticut requires the voluntariness of a confession to be
established by a preponderance of the evidence only.14
At the outset, we note that, ‘‘[t]he doctrine of stare
decisis counsels that a court should not overrule its
earlier decisions unless the most cogent reasons and
inescapable logic require it. . . . Stare decisis is justified because it allows for predictability in the ordering
of conduct, it promotes the necessary perception that
the law is relatively unchanging, it saves resources and
it promotes judicial efficiency. . . . Stare decisis, however, is not an end in itself. . . . Experience can and
often does demonstrate that a rule, once believed
sound, needs modification to serve justice better. . . .
Indeed, [i]f law is to have current relevance, courts
must have and exert the capacity to change a rule of law
when reason so requires.’’ (Internal quotation marks

omitted.) State v. Warholic, 278 Conn. 354, 384–85, 897
A.2d 569 (2006).
The defendant first claims that, in James, this court
improperly declined to follow the lead of those states
that require the voluntariness of a confession to be
established by proof beyond a reasonable doubt under
state law.15 As we observed in James, ‘‘[t]hese states
. . . constitute the minority.16 The substantial majority
of states to have considered this issue have followed
Lego v. Twomey, supra, 404 U.S. 477, and have adopted
the preponderance standard under state law.’’17 State
v. James, supra, 237 Conn. 419–20. Indeed, since James
was decided, several states expressly have abandoned
the minority rule and have concluded, for the reasons
articulated in Lego, that the voluntariness of a confession need only be established by a preponderance of
the evidence under state law. See State v. Tuttle, 650
N.W.2d 20, 30–31 (S.D. 2002); State v. Agnello, 226 Wis.
2d 164, 179–80, 182, 593 N.W.2d 427 (1999); see also
Tabor v. Commonwealth, 613 S.W.2d 133, 134 (Ky. 1981)
(Kentucky Rule of Criminal Procedure 9.78 requires
voluntariness of confession to be established by preponderance of evidence); State v. Washington, 296 S.C. 54,
56, 370 S.E.2d 611 (1988) (clarifying that, although state
must prove voluntariness of confession beyond reasonable doubt at trial, voluntariness need only be proven
by preponderance of evidence at suppression hearing).
The defendant next claims that Connecticut’s unique
‘‘legal history and common law require the state to
prove that a confession was voluntary beyond a reasonable doubt.’’ In support of this claim, the defendant
relies on the same case law commentary by Swift and
Blackstone as did the defendant in James. See footnote
12 of this opinion. For the reasons explained in James,
‘‘we do not read the common-law rule as applied in
this state to have held the prosecution to an especially
severe standard of proof . . . and, consequently, we
agree with the state that it does not support the defendant’s claim.’’ (Citation omitted; internal quotation
marks omitted.) State v. James, supra, 237 Conn. 419.
Lastly, the defendant and the amicus curiae Connecticut Criminal Defense Lawyers Association claim that
the reasonable doubt standard is necessary both to
protect adequately a criminal defendant’s right to be
free from self-incrimination, and to ensure the accuracy
and reliability of a jury verdict based on confession
evidence. In support of this claim, the amicus curiae
relies on various sociological studies indicating that
juries are unable to recognize and disregard false confessions. See, e.g., S. Drizin & R. Leo, ‘‘The Problem of
False Confessions In the Post-DNA World,’’ 82 N.C. L.
Rev. 891, 962–63, 996 (2004); R. Leo & R. Ofshe, ‘‘The
Consequences of False Confessions: Deprivations of
Liberty and Miscarriages of Justice in the Age of Psychological Interrogation,’’ 88 J. Crim. L. & Criminology 429

(1998). Even assuming arguendo the validity of these
studies,18 we are not compelled to conclude that the
public policy of this state requires the voluntariness of
a confession to be proven beyond a reasonable doubt.
As a preliminary matter, we note that neither the
defendant, the amicus curiae nor the dissenting opinion
have pointed to a single case in which a defendant was
convicted wrongfully in the state of Connecticut on the
basis of false confession evidence. See footnote 3 of
the dissenting opinion. Accordingly, we can perceive
no reason to conclude that the existing procedural safeguards in this state against the admission of false confession evidence are inadequate, or that the juries of
this state are unable to recognize and disregard false
confessions.
Assuming arguendo, however, that the studies on
which the amicus curiae and the dissenting opinion rely
do not reflect isolated incidences in which justice was
miscarried, but, rather, reflect a national trend concerning the undue weight afforded to false confession evidence by juries generally, we note that it is unclear what
percentage, if any, of the false confessions identified in
these studies were elicited by governmental coercion
and, thus, were involuntary. Indeed, the studies establish that the ‘‘false confession problem is . . . not pandemic in the American criminal justice system, but
rather concentrated among a narrow and vulnerable
population: persons with mental disabilities.’’ P. Cassell,
‘‘The Guilty and the ‘Innocent’: An Examination of
Alleged Cases of Wrongful Conviction from False Confessions,’’ 22 Harv. J. L. & Pub. Policy 523, 526 (1999);
see also S. Drizin & R. Leo, supra, 82 N.C. L. Rev. 963–74
(observing that false confessions are concentrated
among following vulnerable populations: children, juveniles, mentally ill and mentally retarded). In light of the
fact that a deficient mental condition alone is insufficient to render a confession involuntary, and that establishing involuntariness requires evidence of ‘‘police
conduct, or official coercion, causally related to the
confession’’; (internal quotation marks omitted) State
v. Reynolds, 264 Conn. 1, 54, 836 A.2d 224 (2003), cert.
denied, 541 U.S. 908, 124 S. Ct. 1614, 158 L. Ed. 2d 254
(2004); see also Colorado v. Connelly, supra, 479 U.S.
165–66 (rejecting claim that mental deficiency alone is
sufficient to establish involuntariness of confession; to
conclude otherwise would expand ‘‘previous line of
‘voluntariness’ cases into a far-ranging requirement that
courts must divine a defendant’s motivation for speaking or acting as he did even though there be no claim
that governmental conduct coerced his decision’’);
these studies appear to belie, rather than support, the
proposition that false confessions necessarily are
obtained by coercive means.19
The dissenting opinion states that, ‘‘the significant
role of false confessions in wrongful convictions neces-

sarily implicates the voluntariness concern’’ because
‘‘[w]hile the strong-arm tactics that often led to false
confessions before the Supreme Court’s decision effectively abolishing that practice in Miranda v. Arizona,
supra, 384 U.S. 436, may no longer be prevalent, anecdotal evidence shows that the deceptive interrogation
techniques currently employed by police interrogators
are equally capable of coercing innocent suspects into
false confessions.’’20 It is well established, however, that
although ‘‘some types of police trickery can entail coercion . . . trickery is not automatically coercion.’’
United States v. Byram, 145 F.3d 405, 408 (1st Cir.
1998) (confession voluntary despite police assurances
to defendant that ‘‘he was not implicated in [the victim’s] death’’). As we observed in State v. Lapointe, 237
Conn. 694, 732, 678 A.2d 942, cert. denied, 519 U.S. 994,
117 S. Ct. 484, 136 L. Ed. 2d 378 (1996), ‘‘statements by
the police designed to lead a suspect to believe that
the case against him is strong are common investigative
techniques and would rarely, if ever, be sufficient to
overbear the defendant’s will and to bring about a confession to a serious crime that is not freely self-determined . . . .’’ See id., 733 (police officer’s ‘‘fabrication
regarding the fingerprints on the knife handle did not
in any way compel the defendant to confess against
his will to the sexual assault and murder of his wife’s
grandmother and the arson of her apartment’’); see also
Frazier v. Cupp, 394 U.S. 731, 737–39, 89 S. Ct. 1420, 22
L. Ed. 2d 684 (1969) (confession voluntary even though
obtained by police officer’s false statement that coconspirator had confessed); Green v. Scully, 850 F.2d 894,
903–904 (2d Cir.) (confession voluntary despite false
assurances by police of leniency and misrepresentations that there was sufficient evidence to support
arrest), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 945, 109 S. Ct. 374, 102
L. Ed. 2d 363 (1988); 2 W. LaFave, J. Israel & N. King,
Criminal Procedure (2d Ed. 1999) § 6.2 (c), p. 456 (‘‘as
a general matter it may be said that the courts have
not deemed [police trickery and deception] sufficient
by itself to make a confession involuntary’’).
For the reasons articulated in James and herein, we
remain convinced that requiring the state to prove the
voluntariness of a confession by a preponderance of
the evidence, rather than by proof beyond a reasonable
doubt, ‘‘strikes the appropriate balance, in light of our
historical background and contemporary policy concerns, between the various interests at stake.’’ (Internal
quotation marks omitted.) State v. James, supra, 237
Conn. 425–26. Accordingly, we reject the defendant’s
invitation to overrule James and ‘‘to enshrine, as a constitutional mandate, the highest standard of proof for
the preliminary determination of voluntariness.’’ Id.,
426.
II
The defendant next claims that the trial court improp-

erly instructed the jury on the presumption of innocence
and the state’s burden of proof in violation of the defendant’s right to a fair trial under the due process clauses
of the federal and state constitutions.21 Alternatively, the
defendant claims that the trial court’s jury instructions
plainly were erroneous in light of the Appellate Court’s
disapproval of similar instructions in State v. Wilson,
71 Conn. App. 110, 120–21, 800 A.2d 653, cert. denied,
262 Conn. 905, 810 A.2d 272 (2002). Because the defendant did not preserve this claim in the trial court, he
seeks to prevail under State v. Golding, 213 Conn. 233,
239–40, 567 A.2d 823 (1989),22 or the plain error doctrine.
We conclude that the defendant cannot prevail on
this claim.
We begin with a review of the jury instruction at
issue. After instructing the jury on, inter alia, the presumption of innocence, the state’s burden of proof and
the essential elements of the crimes charged, the trial
court issued the following instruction: ‘‘The defendant
justly relies upon you to consider carefully his claims,
to consider carefully all the evidence and to find him not
guilty if the facts require such a verdict. The defendant
rightly expects fair and just treatment from you. And
at the same time the state of Connecticut and its people
look to you to render a verdict of guilty if the facts and
the law require such a verdict. The state does not want
the conviction of any person whose guilt upon the
evidence there is a reasonable doubt.’’ (Emphasis
added.)
Our standard of review for claims of instructional
impropriety is well established. ‘‘The principal function
of a jury charge is to assist the jury in applying the
law correctly to the facts which they might find to be
established . . . . When reviewing [a] challenged jury
instruction . . . we must adhere to the well settled rule
that a charge to the jury is to be considered in its entirety
. . . and judged by its total effect rather than by its
individual component parts. . . . [T]he test of a court’s
charge is . . . whether it fairly presents the case to
the jury in such a way that injustice is not done to either
party . . . . In this inquiry we focus on the substance
of the charge rather than the form of what was said
not only in light of the entire charge, but also within
the context of the entire trial. . . . Moreover, as to
unpreserved claims of constitutional error in jury
instructions, we have stated that under the third prong
of Golding, [a] defendant may prevail . . . only if . . .
it is reasonably possible that the jury was misled . . . .’’
(Internal quotation marks omitted.) State v. Carpenter,
275 Conn. 785, 864–65, 882 A.2d 604 (2005), cert. denied,
U.S. , 126 S. Ct. 1578, 164 L. Ed. 2d 309 (2006).
The defendant claims that the trial court’s instruction
undermined the presumption of innocence and the
state’s burden of proof by ‘‘bolstering the credibility of
both the state and the individual state’s attorney who

prosecuted the defendant because it suggested to the
jury that neither would have countenanced the bringing
of charges against an innocent person . . . .’’ We disagree. In this case, as in previous cases discussing similar language, ‘‘[t]he court did not instruct that the state
prosecutes only guilty people, but rather that the state
requires the conviction of only the guilty.’’ State v. Allen,
28 Conn. App. 81, 85, 611 A.2d 886, cert. denied, 223
Conn. 920, 614 A.2d 826 (1992); id., 84 (no reasonable
possibility that jury was misled by trial court’s instruction that ‘‘ ‘[t]he state does not desire the conviction of
innocent people or of any person whose guilt upon
the evidence is in the realm of reasonable doubt’ ’’).
Moreover, throughout its final charge to the jury, the
trial court repeatedly emphasized the presumption of
innocence and the state’s burden of establishing guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt.23 Accordingly, the defendant’s claim fails under the third prong of Golding
because there is no reasonable possibility that the jury
was misled.24 See State v. Marshall, 83 Conn. App. 418,
430, 850 A.2d 1066 (no reasonable possibility that jury
was misled by trial court’s instruction that ‘‘ ‘[t]he state
does not desire a conviction of an innocent person or
any person whose guilt upon the evidence is in the
realm of reasonable doubt . . . [and] [t]he state has
as much concern in having an innocent person acquitted
as in having a guilty person punished’ ’’), cert. denied,
271 Conn. 904, 859 A.2d 564 (2004); State v. Torres,
82 Conn. App. 823, 835, 847 A.2d 1022 (no reasonable
possibility that jury was misled by trial court’s instruction that ‘‘ ‘[t]he state, as well, does not want the conviction of an innocent person . . . [and] [t]he state is as
much concerned in having an innocent person acquitted
as in having a guilty person convicted’ ’’), cert. denied,
270 Conn. 909, 853 A.2d 525 (2004); State v. Wilson,
supra, 71 Conn. App. 117–18, 121 (no reasonable possibility that jury was misled by trial court’s instruction
that ‘‘ ‘[t]he state is as much concerned in having an
innocent person acquitted as in having a guilty person
convicted’ ’’); State v. Tyson, 43 Conn. App. 61, 68, 682
A.2d 536 (no reasonable possibility that jury was misled
by trial court’s instruction that ‘‘ ‘the state does not want
the conviction of innocent persons’ ’’), cert. denied, 239
Conn. 933, 683 A.2d 401 (1996).
The defendant next claims that the trial court committed plain error because it disregarded the Appellate
Court’s suggestion in State v. Wilson, supra, 71 Conn.
App. 120–21,25 that the use of a similar instruction
should be discontinued because the instruction possibly
is susceptible of an unacceptable interpretation when
viewed in isolation. ‘‘The plain error doctrine is not
. . . a rule of reviewability. It is a rule of reversibility.
That is, it is a doctrine that this court invokes in order
to rectify a trial court ruling that, although either not
properly preserved or never raised at all in the trial
court, nonetheless requires reversal of the trial court’s

judgment, for reasons of policy. . . . The plain error
doctrine is reserved for truly extraordinary situations
where the existence of the error is so obvious that it
affects the fairness and integrity of and public confidence in the judicial proceedings. . . . A party cannot
prevail under plain error unless it has demonstrated
that the failure to grant relief will result in manifest
injustice.’’ (Internal quotation marks omitted.) Ajadi v.
Commissioner of Correction, 280 Conn. 514, 526, 911
A.2d 712 (2006); see also Practice Book § 60-5. Even if
we assume, arguendo, that the jury instruction at issue
in this case, like the jury instruction at issue in Wilson,
possibly is susceptible of an unacceptable interpretation when viewed in isolation, the instruction nevertheless was not offered in isolation. Indeed, as previously
explained, the trial court’s instructions, when viewed
in their entirety, adequately informed the jury of the
presumption of innocence and the state’s burden of
establishing guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. Accordingly, we are not convinced that the potential danger
of misunderstanding ‘‘was so significant as to affect the
fairness and integrity of or the public confidence in the
proceeding, as required for reversal under the plain
error doctrine.’’26 State v. Smith, 275 Conn. 205, 246,
881 A.2d 160 (2005) (trial court’s contravention of direction in State v. Schiappa, 248 Conn. 132, 175, 728 A.2d
466, cert. denied, 528 U.S. 862, 120 S. Ct. 152, 145 L.
Ed. 2d 129 [1999], to discontinue use of challenged
jury instruction did not merit reversal under plain error
doctrine); see also State v. O’Neil, 67 Conn. App. 827,
837, 789 A.2d 531 (2002) (trial court’s contravention of
direction in State v. Delvalle, 250 Conn. 466, 475–76,
736 A.2d 125 [1999], to discontinue use of challenged
instruction did not merit reversal under plain error doctrine because ‘‘the instructions did not affect the fairness or integrity of the proceedings, nor did they result
in a manifest injustice to the defendant’’), aff’d, 261
Conn. 49, 801 A.2d 730 (2002).
The judgment is affirmed.
In this opinion NORCOTT, PALMER, VERTEFEUILLE, ZARELLA and GRUENDEL, Js., concurred.
* This case originally was argued before a panel of this court consisting
of Justices Borden, Katz, Palmer, Vertefeuille and Zarella. Thereafter, the
court, sua sponte, ordered that the case be considered en banc. See Practice
Book § 70-7 (b). Accordingly, Justice Norcott and Judge Gruendel were
added to the panel, and they have read the record, briefs and transcript of
the oral argument.
1
We transferred the defendant’s appeal from the Appellate Court to this
court pursuant to Practice Book § 65-4 and General Statutes § 51-199 (b),
which provides in relevant part: ‘‘The following matters shall be taken
directly to the Supreme Court . . . (3) an appeal in any criminal action
involving a conviction for a capital felony, class A felony, or other felony,
including any persistent offender status, for which the maximum sentence
which may be imposed exceeds twenty years . . . .’’
2
The defendant’s residence at 95 Ives Street is located within a 1500 foot
radius of Slocum School Head Start, a licensed child day care center.
3
Article first, § 8, of the constitution of Connecticut provides in relevant
part: ‘‘No person shall be . . . deprived of life, liberty or property without
due process of law . . . .’’

4
The defendant’s written statement provides: ‘‘I, David Lawrence, age
[forty-six], give the following statement to Detective Goggin of my own free
will and say that no threats or promises have been made to me. I understand
that I am under arrest for narcotics. Detective Goggin has advised me of
my rights which I understand and which I waive. I understand that this
statement can be used against me in a court of law. Tonight the [p]olice
came to my home, 95 Ives Street, with a search and seizure warrant for
drugs. The [p]olice searched my home and in my bedroom, they found all
of my cocaine. The [p]olice found approximately [four] ounces of powder
cocaine and some crack cocaine already packaged for street sale. I knew
that I was caught and decided to cooperate with the [p]olice. I do not have
a job and sell cocaine to make money. The [p]olice also found money in
my bedroom. The money they found, was money, that I made from selling
cocaine. I just want to say that all the drugs found in my bedroom tonight,
belongs to me and no one else. My wife, Beverly Lawrence has nothing to
do with my cocaine business. I purchase the cocaine by myself and I package
and sell the cocaine all by [myself]. I know what I was doing was wrong
and I am sorry. I have read this statement and it is the truth.’’
5
Moynihan testified that it was the police department’s ‘‘normal course
of action’’ to attempt to obtain ‘‘as much information from [the target of
the investigation] as we can regarding the investigation, or what we are
seeking at that apartment. In turn, [we might] not [have] to turn the apartment
upside down and seek out any drugs or weapons that we might be looking for.’’
6
Koshes first asked the defendant if he could read and write the English
language, to which the defendant responded, ‘‘yes.’’ Koshes then asked the
defendant to read the first sentence of the statement aloud, which the
defendant did accurately.
7
On February 3, 2005, the defendant moved for an articulation of the trial
court’s ruling with respect to, inter alia, ‘‘the specific facts that led the trial
court to disbelieve the defendant’s testimony regarding the alleged threats
of involvement [by the department of children and families] made by a
Waterbury police detective?’’ The trial court denied the defendant’s motion.
Thereafter, the defendant moved the Appellate Court to review the trial
court’s denial of his motion for articulation. The Appellate Court granted
the motion for review, but denied the relief requested therein.
8
The trial court found the following additional facts pertinent to the
voluntariness of the defendant’s statements: (1) the defendant was fortysix years of age, intelligent, and able to read and write the English language;
(2) ‘‘[t]here is no indication in the evidence that the [length of the defendant’s]
detention in any way seemed to overwhelm the defendant’s will or reasoning
process’’; (3) ‘‘[t]here is no indication that the defendant was subjected to
anything like the kind of exhausting or incessant questioning the courts
have found troubling’’; (4) ‘‘[t]here is nothing in the record from which the
court can conclude that the defendant was sleep deprived, asleep or even
tired’’; (5) ‘‘[i]t is not alleged that the defendant was in any way whatsoever,
physically abused or punished while giving the statement, nor is there any
evidence of that’’; and (6) ‘‘[t]he evidence establishes that the defendant
was cooperative and in full possession of his faculties when he spoke to
the police.’’ The trial court concluded that, ‘‘[c]onsidering the totality of the
circumstances, there is no evidence that the defendant’s decision to waive
his rights and talk to the police was anything other than the result of his
free, considered and understood choice.’’
9
Although the extent to which the trial court relied on Goggin’s prior
testimony is unclear, we assume for the purpose of our analysis of the
defendant’s claim that the trial court relied, at least in part, on Goggin’s
prior testimony to find that the alleged threats involving the department of
children and families had not occurred.
10
In Geisler, we enumerated the following six factors to be considered
in determining whether the constitution of Connecticut provides greater
protection to our citizens than the federal constitution: ‘‘(1) persuasive
relevant federal precedents; (2) the text of the operative constitutional
provisions; (3) historical insights into the intent of our constitutional forebears; (4) related Connecticut precedents; (5) persuasive precedents of other
state courts; and (6) contemporary understandings of applicable economic
and sociological norms, or as otherwise described, relevant public policies.’’
(Internal quotation marks omitted.) State v. Ledbetter, 275 Conn. 534, 561,
881 A.2d 290 (2005), cert. denied,
U.S , 126 S. Ct. 1798, 164 L. Ed. 2d
537 (2006).
11
The court observed that, although there may be some relationship

between coerced confessions and unreliable confessions, ‘‘the exclusion of
unreliable confessions is not the purpose that a voluntariness hearing is
designed to serve. . . . The sole issue in such a hearing is whether a confession was coerced. Whether it be true or false is irrelevant; indeed, such an
inquiry is forbidden. The judge may not take into consideration evidence
that would indicate that the confession, though compelled, is reliable, even
highly so. . . . As difficult as such tasks may be to accomplish, the judge
is also duty-bound to ignore implications of reliability in facts relevant to
coercion and to shut from his mind any internal evidence of authenticity
that a confession itself may bear.’’ (Citations omitted.) Lego v. Twomey,
supra, 404 U.S. 484–85 n.12.
12
‘‘See 2 Z. Swift, A Digest of the Laws of the State of Connecticut (1823)
p. 408 (‘[C]onfessions are from their nature liable to suspicions . . . so
likely to be influenced by hope, or fear, and so liable, like all hearsay evidence
to be misrepresented, and changed in the narration, that the law does not
suffer them to be received except under peculiar circumstances. . . . [T]he
confession must be perfectly voluntary: for if the least degree of influence
appear to be exercised over the prisoner’s mind, to induce him to disclose
his guilt, the whole will be rejected.’); 4 W. Blackstone, Commentaries on
the Laws of England (1807) p. 357 (‘indeed, even in cases of felony at the
common law, [confessions] are the weakest and most suspicious of all
testimony; ever liable to be obtained by artifice, false hopes, promises of
favor, or menaces; seldom remembered accurately, or reported with due
precision; and incapable in their nature of being disproved by other negative
evidence’).’’ State v. James, supra, 237 Conn. 416–17 n.29.
13
With respect to the specific commentary by Swift and Blackstone on
which the defendant relied; see footnote 12 of this opinion; we noted that,
‘‘[t]hese authorities do not address directly the standard of proof on this
issue. Furthermore, their advocacy of a stringent rule of exclusion appears
to reflect a temporary expansion of the common-law rule during the early
nineteenth century that was later rejected. According to Wigmore, the common-law exclusionary rule was initially quite narrow in scope, but underwent
significant expansion by English judges, who, largely out of concern arising
from the common-law rule prohibiting criminal defendants from testifying
in their defense came to espouse mistrust of confessions and to apply the
common-law evidentiary rule to require exclusion upon the finding of any
conduct that qualified as an inducement, however slight. 3 J. Wigmore
[Evidence (Chadbourne Rev. 1970)] §§ 820 and 820a, pp. 297–301 . . . .
Wigmore suggested, however, that this formal, exacting approach to confession evidence constituted a distortion of the rule that was not justified by
its true rationale—to keep false confessions from the jury—and that, once
criminal defendants were permitted to testify in their own trials, it was
proper in most cases to submit a confession to the jury. See [id.], §§ 820a
and 820b, pp. 300–306. This court in State v. Willis, [71 Conn. 293, 310–11,
41 A. 820 (1898)], also suggested that the formalistic approach that derived
from English case law applying the common-law rule, upon which Swift
relied, was unwarranted, and indicated instead that a more moderate, or
‘common sense’ view should prevail. The defendant points to no case
applying the common-law rule that adopts the severe approach to exclusion
advanced by these commentators.’’ (Citation omitted.) State v. James, supra,
237 Conn. 417–18.
14
The defendant concedes that the remaining Geisler factors, namely,
federal precedent, Connecticut precedent and the text of the relevant constitutional provisions do not support the imposition of a higher burden of proof.
15
The defendant claims that this court improperly concluded in James
that the jurisprudence of New Hampshire and Wisconsin fails to make clear
whether their decisions are constitutionally based. State v. James, supra,
237 Conn. 420. We agree that, in New Hampshire, the imposition of a more
stringent burden of proof clearly is mandated by the state constitution. See
State v. Rezk, 150 N.H. 483, 486, 840 A.2d 758 (2004) (under part I, article
15 of constitution of New Hampshire, state must prove voluntariness of
confession beyond reasonable doubt). In State v. Agnello, 226 Wis. 2d 164,
179–80, 182, 593 N.W.2d 427 (1999), however, the Wisconsin Supreme Court
concluded that the imposition of a more stringent burden of proof is not
required by the state constitution. Id., 181 (because ‘‘the language in [a]rticle
I, [§] 8 of the state constitution is nearly identical to that contained in the
[f]ifth [a]mendment to the federal constitution’’ court could ‘‘discern no
intended difference between the two provisions’’). Even more significantly,
in Agnello, the court overruled its prior precedent and concluded that,
under state law, the voluntariness of a confession need only be proven by

a preponderance of the evidence. Id., 179–80, 182. The court reasoned that,
not only does the preponderance standard ‘‘[align] the burden in voluntariness determinations with the burdens in other pre-trial constitutional inquiries,’’ but it also ‘‘does not alter the [s]tate’s burden at trial—to prove that
the defendant committed the crime beyond a reasonable doubt’’ and, thus,
‘‘the [s]tate’s ultimate burden, and the defendant’s ultimate protection,
remains intact.’’ Id., 181–82.
16
See Pruitt v. State, 834 N.E.2d 90, 114–15 (Ind. 2005) (‘‘Indiana [c]onstitution requires the state to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant
voluntarily waived his rights, and that the defendant’s confession was voluntarily given’’ [internal quotation marks omitted]), cert. denied,
U.S. ,
126 S. Ct. 2936, 165 L. Ed. 2d 962 (2006); State v. Peters, 315 So. 2d 678,
680–81 (La. 1975) (construing various state statutes and article I, [§] 11 of
Louisiana constitution to require state to prove voluntariness of confession
beyond reasonable doubt); State v. Collins, 297 A.2d 620, 625–27 (Me. 1972)
(constitutional privilege against self-incrimination and public policy require
state to establish voluntariness of confession beyond reasonable doubt);
Commonwealth v. Tavares, supra, 385 Mass. 152 (‘‘ ‘humane practice’ ’’
requires state to establish voluntariness of confession beyond reasonable
doubt); Neal v. State, 451 So. 2d 743, 753 (Miss.) (en banc) (‘‘[i]t is well
established in this [s]tate that, where the voluntariness of a confession has
been put in issue, the [s]tate has the burden of proving voluntariness beyond
a reasonable doubt’’), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1098, 105 S. Ct. 607, 83 L. Ed.
2d 716 (1984); State v. Rezk, 150 N.H. 483, 486, 840 A.2d 758 (2004) (under
part I, article fifteen of constitution of New Hampshire, state must prove
voluntariness of confession beyond reasonable doubt); State v. Yough, supra,
49 N.J. 601 (although constitution and prior precedent do not require state
to establish voluntariness of confession beyond reasonable doubt, such
standard better serves ‘‘the sound administration of justice’’); People v.
Huntley, 15 N.Y.2d 72, 74, 78, 204 N.E.2d 179, 255 N.Y.S.2d 838 (1965) (absent
controlling decision, statute or rule, state must establish voluntariness of
confession beyond reasonable doubt); see also State v. Espinosa, 109 R.I.
221, 228, 283 A.2d 465 (1971) (state must establish voluntariness of confession by clear and convincing evidence).
17
See Ex parte Jackson, 836 So. 2d 979, 982 (Ala.) (per curiam), cert.
denied, 537 U.S. 1031, 123 S. Ct. 582, 154 L. Ed. 2d 448 (2002); Beavers v.
State, 998 P.2d 1040, 1044 (Alaska 2000); State v. Smith, 193 Ariz. 452, 457,
974 P.2d 431, cert. denied, 528 U.S. 880, 120 S. Ct. 191, 145 L. Ed. 2d 161
(1999); Pilcher v. State, 355 Ark. 369, 376, 136 S.W.3d 766 (2003); People v.
Valdez, 969 P.2d 208, 210 (Colo. 1998) (en banc); DeJesus v. State, 655 A.2d
1180, 1196 (Del. 1995); McDole v. State, 283 So. 2d 553, 554 (Fla. 1973);
Gulley v. State, 271 Ga. 337, 339–40, 519 S.E.2d 655 (1999), cert. denied, 528
U.S. 1172, 120 S. Ct. 1199, 145 L. Ed. 2d 1102 (2000); State v. Yager, 139
Idaho 680, 685, 85 P.3d 656 (2004); People v. Gilliam, 172 Ill. 2d 484, 501,
670 N.E.2d 606 (1996), cert. denied, 520 U.S. 1105, 117 S. Ct. 1110, 137 L.
Ed. 2d 311 (1997); State v. Rank, 214 N.W.2d 136, 138 (Iowa 1974); State v.
White, 275 Kan. 580, 597, 67 P.3d 138 (2003); Baynor v. State, 355 Md. 726,
729 n.1, 736 A.2d 325 (1999); People v. Conte, 421 Mich. 704, 754–55, 365
N.W.2d 648 (1984); State v. Pilcher, 472 N.W.2d 327, 333 (Minn. 1991); State
v. Olds, 569 S.W.2d 745, 751 (Mo. 1978) (en banc); State v. LaFrenier, 163
Mont. 21, 27–28, 515 P.2d 76 (1973); State v. Irwin, 191 Neb. 169, 186, 214
N.W.2d 595 (1974); Quiriconi v. State, 96 Nev. 766, 772, 616 P.2d 1111 (1980);
State v. Fekete, 120 N.M. 290, 298, 901 P.2d 708 (1995); State v. Johnson,
304 N.C. 680, 684–86, 285 S.E.2d 792 (1982); State v. Thompson, 256 N.W.2d
706, 709–10 (N.D. 1977); State v. Arrington, 14 Ohio App. 3d 111, 114, 470
N.E.2d 211 (1984); Hawkins v. State, 891 P.2d 586, 594 (Okla. 1994), cert.
denied, 516 U.S. 977, 116 S. Ct. 480, 133 L. Ed. 2d 408 (1995); State v. Stevens,
311 Ore. 119, 137, 806 P.2d 92 (1991) (en banc); Commonwealth v. Nester,
551 Pa. 157, 163, 709 A.2d 879 (1998); State v. Washington, 296 S.C. 54, 56,
370 S.E.2d 611 (1988); State v. Tuttle, 650 N.W.2d 20, 30–31 (S.D. 2002);
State v. Stamper, 863 S.W.2d 404, 405–406 (Tenn. 1993); State v. Allen, 839
P.2d 291, 300 (Utah 1992); State v. Caron, 155 Vt. 492, 501–503, 586 A.2d
1127 (1990); Witt v. Commonwealth, 215 Va. 670, 674, 212 S.E.2d 293 (1975);
State v. Braun, 82 Wash. 2d 157, 162, 509 P.2d 742 (1973); State v. Vance,
162 W. Va. 467, 470–72, 250 S.E.2d 146 (1978); State v. Agnello, 226 Wis. 2d
164, 181–82, 593 N.W.2d 427 (1999); Dodge v. State, 562 P.2d 303, 308–309
(Wyo. 1977); see also People v. Markham, supra, 49 Cal. 3d 65, 71 (article
I, § 28, subdivision (d) of California constitution requires voluntariness of
confession to be established by preponderance of evidence); Tabor v. Commonwealth, 613 S.W.2d 133, 134 (Ky. 1981) (Kentucky Rule of Criminal

Procedure 9.78 requires voluntariness of confession to be established by
preponderance of evidence).
18
We note that the methodology employed in these studies and, therefore,
the reliability of the conclusions drawn, has met with profound criticism
in the academic community. See P. Cassell, ‘‘The Guilty and the ‘Innocent’:
An Examination of Alleged Cases of Wrongful Conviction from False Confessions,’’ 22 Harv. J. L. & Pub. Policy 523, 578, 583 (1999) (criticizing Leo
and Ofshe’s reliance on secondary sources to establish defendant’s proven
‘‘ ‘innocence’ ’’ and noting that, of remaining proven false confession cases,
all but one case involved individuals with serious mental illness).
19
We note that a defendant’s mental health bears upon his or her susceptibility to governmental coercion and, therefore, informs the voluntariness
inquiry. See Withrow v. Williams, 507 U.S. 680, 693, 113 S. Ct. 1745, 123 L.
Ed. 2d 407 (1993) (‘‘Under the due process approach . . . courts look to the
totality of circumstances to determine whether a confession was voluntary.
Those potential circumstances include not only the crucial element of police
coercion . . . [but also] the length of the interrogation . . . its location
. . . the defendant’s maturity . . . education . . . physical condition . . .
and mental health . . . .’’ [Citations omitted; emphasis added.]).
20
The dissenting opinion also states that, ‘‘[t]his court would not be the
first to increase protection of criminal defendants under its state constitution
in light of recent evidence of wrongful convictions.’’ See footnote 7 of
dissenting opinion. In support of this proposition, the dissenting opinion
relies on State v. Dubose, 285 Wis. 2d 143, 162, 699 N.W.2d 582 (2005),
wherein the Wisconsin Supreme Court concluded that its state constitution
prohibits the admission of out-of-court eyewitness identifications procured
through impermissibly suggestive procedures because ‘‘[t]he research
strongly supports the conclusion that eyewitness misidentification is now
the single greatest source of wrongful convictions in the United States,
and [is] responsible for more wrongful convictions than all other causes
combined.’’ Given the Wisconsin Supreme Court’s willingness to construe
its state constitution in light of recent evidence of wrongful convictions,
we find it significant that the court recently rejected the claim that its state
constitution requires the voluntariness of a confession to be proven beyond
a reasonable doubt. See State v. Agnello, supra, 226 Wis. 2d 180–82; see also
footnote 15 of this opinion.
21
The defendant has failed to provide an independent analysis of his state
constitutional claim and, accordingly, we decline to review it. See State v.
Pierre, 277 Conn. 42, 74 n.12, 890 A.2d 474 (‘‘We have repeatedly apprised
litigants that we will not entertain a state constitutional claim unless the
defendant has provided an independent analysis under the particular provisions of the state constitution at issue. . . . Without a separately briefed
and analyzed state constitutional claim, we deem abandoned the defendant’s
claim . . . .’’ [Internal quotation marks omitted.]), cert. denied,
U.S. ,
126 S. Ct. 2873, 165 L. Ed. 2d 904 (2006).
The fourteenth amendment to the United States constitution, § 1, provides
in relevant part: ‘‘No State shall . . . deprive any person of life, liberty or
property, without due process of law . . . .’’
22
Under State v. Golding, supra, 213 Conn. 239–40, ‘‘a defendant can
prevail on a claim of constitutional error not preserved at trial only if all
of the following conditions are met: (1) the record is adequate to review
the alleged claim of error; (2) the claim is of constitutional magnitude
alleging the violation of a fundamental right; (3) the alleged constitutional
violation clearly exists and clearly deprived the defendant of a fair trial; and
(4) if subject to harmless error analysis, the state has failed to demonstrate
harmlessness of the alleged constitutional violation beyond a reasonable
doubt. In the absence of any one of these conditions, the defendant’s claim
will fail.’’ (Emphasis in original.) We review the defendant’s claim under
Golding because the record is adequate for our review and a claim of
instructional impropriety regarding the presumption of innocence or the
burden of proof is of constitutional magnitude. See, e.g., State v. Betances,
265 Conn. 493, 509, 828 A.2d 1248 (2003); State v. Walton, 227 Conn. 32,
64–65, 630 A.2d 990 (1993).
23
The trial court instructed the jury in relevant part as follows: ‘‘In this
case, as in all criminal cases, the defendant is presumed to be innocent until
proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. The presumption of innocence was
with this defendant when he was first presented for trial in this case. He
must be considered free of any bias or prejudice of burden arising out of
the fact that he has been arrested. This continues with him through this
trial unless and until such time as all the evidence produced here in the

orderly conduct of the case, considered in the light of these instructions of
law and deliberated upon by you in the jury room, satisfies you beyond a
reasonable doubt that he is guilty.
‘‘Thus the presumption of innocence alone is sufficient to acquit the
defendant unless the jurors are satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt of the
defendant’s guilt after a careful and impartial consideration of all the evidence and facts in this case. If and when the presumption of innocence has
been overcome by evidence proven beyond a reasonable doubt that the
accused is guilty of the crime charged, then it is the sworn duty of the jury
to enforce the law and render such a verdict.
‘‘Another general rule is the burden of proof. The burden to prove the
defendant guilty of the crime or crimes with which he is charged is upon
the state. The defendant does not have to prove his innocence. This means
that the state must prove beyond a reasonable doubt each and every element
necessary to constitute the crime charged.’’
Additionally, immediately following the challenged instruction, the trial
court instructed the jury that, ‘‘[i]t is the sworn duty of the court and jurors
to safeguard the right of persons charged with crimes by respecting the
presumption of innocence which the law gives to every person so charged.
The law is made to protect society and persons whose guilt has not been
established beyond a reasonable doubt and not to protect those whose guilt
has been so established. If, when the presumption of innocence has been
overcome by evidence proven beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused
person is guilty of the crime charged, then it is the sworn duty of the jury
to enforce the law and to render a verdict of guilty.
‘‘Now, when you go into the jury room to deliberate on the evidence in
this case, you should ask yourself this question, am I convinced beyond a
reasonable doubt of the guilt of this particular accused as charged in the
information or the lesser included offenses, if you have reached them in
your deliberations. If you are so convinced, you will convict him. But if you
have a reasonable doubt as to his guilt, you will give him the benefit of that
doubt and find him not guilty.’’
24
We note that the trial court instructed the jury in relevant part that,
‘‘[t]he law is made to protect society and persons whose guilt has not been
established beyond a reasonable doubt and not to protect those whose guilt
has been so established.’’ See footnote 23 of this opinion. In State v. Schiappa, 248 Conn. 132, 175, 728 A.2d 466, cert. denied, 528 U.S. 862, 120 S.
Ct. 152, 145 L. Ed. 2d 129 (1999), we directed the trial courts to refrain from
using a similar jury instruction because ‘‘when viewed in isolation, [it] gives
rise to a danger of juror misunderstanding’’ concerning the presumption of
innocence and the state’s burden of proof. See id., 170–71 (instructing trial
courts to discontinue use of following jury instruction concerning presumption of innocence: ‘‘ ‘[b]ut you must keep in mind that this rule of law is
made to protect the innocent and not the guilty’ ’’). Although the defendant
does not challenge the foregoing instruction in the present appeal, he claims
that because this instruction was issued in conjunction with the challenged
instruction, it reasonably is possible that the jury was misled. After reviewing
the jury charge as a whole, we are convinced that the trial court adequately
apprised the jury that the defendant was entitled to a presumption of innocence and that the state bore the burden of establishing guilt beyond a
reasonable doubt. Cf. State v. Smith, 275 Conn. 205, 245 n.21, 881 A.2d
160 (2005) (no reasonable possibility that jury was misled by trial court’s
instruction that ‘‘[t]he law is made to protect society and persons whose
guilt . . . has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt and not to protect
persons who have been proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt’’); State
v. Schiappa, supra, 176–77 (no reasonable possibility that jury was misled).
Accordingly, we reject the defendant’s claim that ‘‘a combination of two
challenged instructions becomes more than the sum of their individual parts
and results in a dilution of the state’s burden of proof.’’ State v. Torres, 82
Conn. App. 823, 837, 847 A.2d 1022, cert. denied, 270 Conn. 909, 853 A.2d
525 (2004).
25
In Wilson, the defendant claimed that the trial court’s instruction to the
jury that, ‘‘ ‘[t]he state is as much concerned in having an innocent person
acquitted as in having a guilty person convicted’ ’’; State v. Wilson, supra,
71 Conn. App. 117–18; improperly ‘‘suggested that the state would not have
pursued the prosecution unless it had a good faith basis for believing that
the person charged was guilty, thereby diluting the state’s burden of proof
in that the instruction may result in the possibility that a juror . . . might be
given to understand from it that only innocent persons should be acquitted.’’
(Internal quotation marks omitted.) Id., 119. After reviewing the jury charge

as a whole, the Appellate Court concluded that there was no reasonable
possibility that the jury had been misled because the trial court ‘‘adequately
informed the jury that it could draw no inference of the defendant’s guilt
from the fact that she had been arrested and charged, and that the state
had to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant committed the
offenses with which she was charged.’’ Id., 121.
26
The defendant also claims that ‘‘institutional’’ concerns necessitate
reversal of the trial court’s judgment because ‘‘in order for [the Appellate
Court’s suggestion in Wilson] to have any real meaning, it must be enforced.’’
We reject this claim. First, the defendant does not claim, and there is no
evidence in the record to suggest, that the trial court intentionally disregarded the Appellate Court’s suggestion in Wilson. Indeed, because the
language of the instruction at issue in the present case is distinct from the
language of the instruction at issue in Wilson; see footnote 25 of this opinion;
it is difficult to perceive how the trial court could have disregarded the
Appellate Court’s suggestion intentionally and flagrantly. Second, as the
defendant concedes, ‘‘a suggestion by the Appellate Court does not carry
the same weight as an exercise of . . . supervisory authority’’ and, therefore, does not implicate the same institutional concerns. Lastly, and most
importantly, we reject the defendant’s contention that a per se rule of
reversal is required under the plain error doctrine in the absence of manifest
injustice in the trial court proceedings. Cf. State v. D’Antonio, 274 Conn.
658, 681, 877 A.2d 696 (2005) (rejecting per se rule of reversal for violation
of prophylactic rule requiring judge to disqualify himself from trial if he
previously had presided over plea negotiations).

